CUTN/Circular/2018-19-Admin /1091

10th September 2018

CIRCULAR

Sub: Unauthorized Assembling / Organizing the Rally / Expression of Dissension etc., in the University Campuses on Govt. Policies – reg.

It has come to the notice of the University that a few students are planning to indulge in unauthorized activities viz., assembling in the common place, organizing rally, expressing dissension, agitation, etc. against the Govt. policies which is prohibited in the campus as per CUTN Ordinance No.51 "Congregation for Political or Religious or any other matters other than matters relating to education and research".

Hence, all the students are advised not to involve in such kinds of activities.

(Dr. S. Bhuvaneswari)
Registrar.
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Registrar / कुलसरीवर
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Thiruvarur / திருவருர - 610 101.
ORDINANCE No. 51

Congregation for Political or Religious or any other matters except matters pertaining to education and research not permitted inside the campus

Section 1 (xxi) & (xxii) of the Central University Act, 2009)

1. Congregation for Political or Religious or any other matters other than matters relating to education and research shall not be permitted inside the campus of Central University of Tamil Nadu.

2. Members of the staff (Teaching and Non-teaching) and students shall be required to maintain absolute integrity at all times and to maintain high ethical standards and values.

3. They shall keep away from Congregation / demonstrations organized by political / religious groups in the vicinity / neighbourhood of the University. No meetings are permitted to be convened inside the premises of the University.

4. Refrain from doing anything which is or may be contrary to any law, rules, regulations, decorum and established practices.

5. Perform and discharge duties with highest degree of professionalism and dedication to the best of the individual’s abilities.

6. Do not get involved in unauthorized communication of any official document or any part thereof or classified information to any Government servant or any other persons to whom you are not authorized to communicate such document or classified information.

7. Anybody who is found to be deficient, will attract disciplinary action against them according to the rules in force.